Midsummer 2012 Baptism of Light
and Triple Royal Arch Gateway to the Golden Age
Vision/Communication received by Peter Dawkins 28/04/2012
The Teacher appeared before me in a wonderful form of light, but despite this my attention was
taken by a very bright, brilliant star shining high up in the heavens far above his left shoulder.
There was something about its light that was very important. At first I thought I was being
shown a new supernova occurring somewhere – it had that sort of feeling and appearance. I
started to wonder about a supernova in Cassiopeia, or Cygnus, or somewhere similar in
meaning. I knew instinctively that this bright star had immense meaning and that I was being
shown it on purpose, as a marker of some great event that was either happening or about to
happen.
Then The Teacher told me that what I was seeing was the star Sirius. He then asked me to
remember the experience I had some years ago whilst staying with friends near Lake Constance.
Whilst meditating in their sanctuary, I had become aware of the sound emanating from the
Pleiades – a sound or vibration which had a primary effect on the evolution of our planet Earth.
Our planet had been evolving on this vibration or frequency for a long period of time. Then
suddenly I heard the sound change and rise one note – i.e. to a higher vibration or frequency
than before. This, as was made clear to me as I heard it, was happening there and then, and
would affect the whole evolution of mankind and the planet. It was part of entering the new
Great Age and Golden Age that lay ahead.
With this reminder from The Teacher, I began to realise that something similar was happening
again now, but this time emanating from the star Sirius and this time in terms of light rather
than sound – i.e. a new or higher vibration of light, which I saw (rather than heard) as a much
brighter light coming from Sirius than ever before. This was extremely significant and was either
starting to happen now or was imminent.
The Teacher went on to explain that the main happening which involves Sirius in this way will
occur over the midsummer period of this year. He said that there was a four‐day Gateway of
Time, 20‐24 June 2012, in which the Earth, the Sun and the Galactic Heart would be in
alignment, and that during this time an immense light and incarnation into the Earth of beings
from Sirius would take place, coupled with a huge outpouring of creative energy from the heart
of the Galaxy. This was the coming of the God‐beings, the ones who would inaugurate the new
Golden Age (and end the Kali Yuga or Dark Age). They were energy forms – forms of light – and
would incarnate into or merge into whatever receptacle was made ready for them. One could
call it an overlighting or a merging of consciousness, but it was more than this.
Essentially, the pattern and process is as follows: –
The Sun at midsummer each year is at present passing over the cusp of Gemini‐Taurus, the
position where the galactic equator crosses the ecliptic and to which the finger of Orion points.
This indicates the Alpha‐Omega point of the whole Zodiac. In the sign of Taurus, which is the
Alpha or creative sign of the Zodiac, the star group Pleiades sits on the shoulders of Taurus, the
Bull. It is from the Pleiades that the major sound of creation for this planet is emanating (in
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terms of the pattern of the Zodiac). The Pleiades, or a star within the Pleiades system, is the
“Sun behind the Sun”. The whole evolution of the Great Age and mankind within it begins with
the Age of Taurus and the creative sound of the Pleiades. In this way, via Taurus, the Pleiades
channel the Holy Spirit or Breath bearing the Word of God (represented by AUM or IOA) into the
world.
After a complete cycle of evolution through the twelve ages of a Great Age, the midsummer Sun
comes into the sign of Gemini, the Omega sign of the Zodiac. If the evolution has been initiatic
and successful, then illumination is the end result. Those who reach a high level of this
illumination rise up to the star Sirius, either metaphorically or actually, as Sirius signifies this
high level of illumination. That is to say, whereas Pleiades represents the creative sound, Sirius
represents the light of illumination. The former is the Alpha; the latter is the Omega of
evolution. They are twins to each other. Sirius is the “Sun behind the Sun behind the Sun” and
home of the Horus Beings, the Great Masters. The latter are those who then come as teachers
and avatars during each successive age and Great Age, if they so choose.
In between Sirius and Pleiades lies Orion, whose finger points to the Gemini‐Taurus cusp. Orion
forms the First Person or Principal of the Trinity: the Pleiades represent the Holy Wisdom or
Word, Sirius represents the Holy Intelligence or Illumination, and Orion represents the Holy
Power or Crown of creation. It is from Al Nilam, the central star of Orion’s Belt, that humanity is
said to have come. It signifies the Source. (See Appendices.)
These three (Orion, Pleiades and Sirius) are the three Principals of the Royal Arch. The Royal
Arch is the Zodiac. It also signifies the mind. On the other side of the Zodiac to Orion is the heart
of the Milky Way Galaxy. This is the real source of all life in the Galaxy. The three Principals
(Orion, Pleiades and Sirius) can be understood as projections on the screen of the mind from the
heart of the Galaxy, the latter being the projector, as it were. In other words, Orion, Pleiades
and Sirius are manifesting the Holy Trinity that lies within the heart of the Galaxy. In the heart
this Trinity lies hidden and unknown. In its projection onto the Royal Arch of the heavens, it
becomes seen, revealed and known.
The counterpart of the Pleiades on Earth is the British Isles, the alta‐major chakra of the planet.
Just as the Pleiades lie within Taurus, so the British Isles lie within Europe, the throat chakra of
the planet and counterpart on Earth of Taurus in the Zodiac. The earthly counterpart of the
zodiacal Gemini is the Middle East. Within or connected to the Middle East is a location that is
the earthly counterpart of Sirius in the heavens. Just as the creative sound that begins a Great
Age is channelled via the British Isles and Europe, so the light that illuminates the end of a Great
Age is revealed in the Middle East and the Sirius location. Because a greater light from Sirius
than ever before is now about to baptise the world, so the illumination at the end of the next
Great Age will be far greater than that which has occurred at the end of this present Great Age.
What is now baptising the Earth in this transition period between these two Great Ages is the
spiritual and vibrational seed for the evolution of the new Great Age. It is a double baptism, of
sound and light – sound from the Pleiades, light from Sirius. The sound baptism came at the
beginning of the transition period; the light baptism is coming at the end of the transition
period. We are now in this end period, the time of the light baptism.
This end period contains the final gateway – the Royal Arch Gateway – into the new Great Age.
It is a Royal Arch Gateway because the new Great Age will be a Golden Age. This Royal Arch
Gateway is threefold; that is to say, it consists of three subsidiary, enfolded gateways. They lie
within each other; they do not occur consecutively: –
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The Outer Gateway of the Royal Arch Gateway lies between the midwinter solstice of
2011 and the midwinter solstice of 2012. These are the twin Great Pillars of the Outer
Gateway. The ‘Middle Pillar’ of this Outer Gateway is the midsummer period of 2012.



The Middle Gateway of the Royal Arch Gateway spans approximately between Beltane
2012 and Lammas 2012. The exact points in time occur when the Sun is in alignment
with the Pleiades during May 20121 and when the Sun is in alignment with Sirius during
July 2012.2 These are the twin Great Pillars of the Middle Gateway. As for the Outer
Gateway, the ‘Middle Pillar’ of this Middle Gateway is the midsummer period of 2012.



The Inner Gateway of the Royal Arch Gateway is the four‐day midsummer period, 20‐24
June 2012. The 20 June 2012 and 24 June 2012 are the twin Great Pillars of the Inner
Gateway.

The Great Pillars of the Outer Gateway are also marked by the two alternative dates in the
Mayan calendar for the start of the ‘Fifth World’ or Golden Age – 28 October 2011 and 21
December 2012. The latter coincides with the timing as now being given, which is associated
with the Sun as a focus of time and energy, whilst the former has been determined by means of
a different marker and therefore has a slightly different meaning. In terms of the solar cycle,
which is the primary rulership of our planet, it is the solstices that form the main markers of
time.
Of these three Royal Arch gateways into the new Great Age, the Inner Gateway is by far the
most important. Whatever we do, we're not to miss the midsummer solstice time. It is the most
important time of all. It is a time for us to both receive and evolve accordingly, and also to serve
and help others to rise up into the greater light that will be gifted to the world during that time.
It is a gift, a moment in time, and has to be grasped. If grasped, it can be held onto forevermore
and will lift the one who holds onto it up to higher levels of consciousness and evolution. If,
however, that moment in time is missed, it will be gone and the opportunity will be lost. It is up
to us to be in the right place at the right time, in the right consciousness and serving in the right
way, helping as many others as possible in the world to receive and be lifted up by this Great
Light that is coming to the world.

Peter Dawkins

Appendices:


Celestial Zodiac.



Star Origins.

1

20‐21 May 2012 ‐ the Sun will be in alignment with the Pleiades and in addition there will be an annular
eclipse of the Sun by the Moon (i.e. the Earth, Moon, Sun and Pleiades will be in alignment).

2.

The date of this ‘alignment’ is probably 7‐8 July 2012, when Sirius rises on the eastern horizon together
with the Sun.
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Star Origins
Extract from essay, ‘The White Lions of Timbavati,’ by Peter Dawkins (2006)
Orion, Sirius, Leo and Regulus are all important in the Umlando tradition, as indeed they are in
other sacred traditions the world over. The constellation of Orion is associated with Osiris in the
Egyptian tradition, and with Christ in the Christian tradition. The star Sirius, known as the Dog‐
Star because of it being the brightest star in the constellation of Canis Major, the Great Dog,
marks the Dog’s eye and is primarily associated with Isis and her son, Horus. One of the main
hieroglyphic symbols for Isis is an eye, as also for Horus. The Egyptians knew Canis Major as
Apes (‘the head’) and symbolised it as a hawk, hence the star Sirius was, to the Egyptians, the
all‐seeing eye of the Hawk. Regulus is the equally‐bright star that marks the heart of the
constellation of Leo, the Lion.
In the African tradition Orion is known as Matsieng, meaning ‘He who travels very far’, ‘the Lord
of the Road’, or ‘the Eternal Wanderer’. He is also the Great Hunter. As the Great Hunter he
does not kill the animals he hunts. Instead he just outruns and out‐tricks them, captures them
alive and then lets them go. That is why he is also known as the Trickster or the Hero. He is
followed by his two special companion‐friends, Dog (i.e. Canis Major) and Lion (i.e. Leo). The
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latter is known as Imbubedingile, ‘the Exiled Lion’, referring to the old lion that is exiled from its
pride. It might also relate to the stone that is rejected by the builders of the temple (of
Solomon) but which is eventually found to be the chief stone—the capstone or cornerstone that
unites all the corners together (i.e. of a pyramid)—that is used as an allegorical description of
Christ.
According to the Umlando, as related to Linda Tucker by Credo Mutwa,3 life on our planet
originated from our sun and three particular stars—Mbube (i.e. Al Nilam, the central star of
Orion’s Belt), Li to lapiri (i.e. Sirius) and Mbubedingile (i.e. Regulus). Mbubedingile is known as
the heart, Li to lapiri as the eye and Mbube as the soul of the Sky Lion. The various creatures on
our planet were given birth (or form) from the zodiacal constellations and then brought to earth
from Mbube by the Mighty Hunter, Matsieng. Amongst them were human beings. Everything on
earth is controlled by beings from Mbube.
Something similar is known in other traditions, but to the above should be added the Pleiades,
the closely‐knit group of stars lying on the shoulders or neck of Taurus, the Bull, and which are
symbolised as a dove. Several traditions speak of life originating from the Pleiades, and of the
human race being descended from that starry home. Whereas Taurus rules the throat, the
Pleiades signify the Alta Major (or 8th) chakra, known as the Mouth of God, which in the human
is associated with the nape or back of the neck. Through this chakra the Holy Breath or Spirit
(i.e. the ‘Dove’) breathes its wisdom into the heart of each of us and speaks to us (i.e. as
inspiration). The Pleiades do the same, in the sense that the vibration or sound that creates and
sustains our world appears to emanate from the Pleiades.
The Pleiades is known as the ‘sun behind the sun’. Sirius is known as the ‘sun behind the sun
behind the sun’. This is a spiritual perception; but in fact the earth goes around the sun, our
whole solar system goes around a centre in the Pleiades, and the Pleiadean system is said to go
around Sirius. Thus the Pleiades really is a sun to our sun, and Sirius is a sun to the Pleiadean
sun. All of this is, in turn, rotating about the heart of our galaxy.
The positioning of the Pleiades, Sirius and Al Nilam in respect to the zodiac is of great
importance. The Pleiades star group is in the sign of Taurus, the Alpha sign of the zodiac. Sirius is
in the sign of Gemini, the Omega sign of the zodiac. Al Nilam, in the Belt of Orion, is associated
with the Alpha‐Omega cusp—the cusp of Gemini‐Taurus to which Orion points. The three
thereby represent the Holy Trinity. Al Nilam is the Origin, the Pleiades signify the Creator, and
Sirius is the Revealer (i.e. Source‐Creation‐Revelation, or Crown‐Wisdom‐Intelligence). Life is
brought into being and governed by these three.

3

See Linda Tucker’s book, Mystery of the White Lions: Children of the Sun God (Npenvu Press,
Mapumulanga, South Africa: ISBN No.0-620-31409-5).
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